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From the Nordic Finland air purification 
field of high-end brands
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Standard

LIFAair LA350 

CADR m³ / 
h

332

CADR m³ / 
h

141

m² 23-39
PM2.5 % > 99.99 (30min)

kg 10
mm 250mm

505mm (H)

- CO2, , 
PM2.5, , 

(PM2.5)
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Intelligent  Efficient Long-life
LA350 removes smog & VOCs
Air Purifier

From the Nordic Finland air purification 
field of high-end brands

PROFESSIONAL, protect our respiratory health

LIFAair from the Nordic Finland air purification field of high-end brands brings 
you a superior and more professional, easier to use new home air purification 
experience.  Our mission is to improve the quality of life for people around the 
world by ensuring clean and healthy indoor environments. 

It removes contaminants quickly, so you and your 
children play at ease anytime.

Intelligent autonomous monitor controls environment 
better than you know your own needs

Independent monitoring controller testing the air around 
Responsible for every breath for you and your family



Minimalist design / Decorate home

Nordic minimalist design style, outer casing  
seamless craftsmanship.  LA350A is 25cm in diameter, small and 
easy to place anywhere as a decoration of your home

Comprehensive monitoring of the indoor air 
quality

Particulate matter 
sensor (PM2.5)

Carbon dioxide 
sensor 

Formaldehyde sensor

It comes with 3 high precision sensors - accurate 
measurement of PM2.5, formaldehyde and carbon dioxide 
content around you - not just cleaner air quality around the 
air purifier

Anti-acid activated carbonTouch control / Cool experience

Touch the top loop of the main unit and rotate clockwise to
increase or anti-clockwise to decrease wind speed. Continuous 

clockwise rotation until the power light is always on for maximum 
wind speed. Continuous counter-clockwise rotation until the power 
light blinks slowly for zero wind speed and enter stand-by mode

Intelligent 4.0 

LA350A Equipped with a new generation of independent 
monitor/controller, digital visual display of air quality, 
self-analysis , self-select purification methods 

Professional HEPA filter / Efficient removal of smog

Design for 23-39 square metres of small bedroom with standard 
independent intelligent monitoring / control, medical H12 grade 
filter with 1 kg activated carbon, efficient addition to aldehyde 
addition to smog, intellectual enjoy fresh air.

Dynamic and static / Practical and beautiful
Aircraft turbine-like sporty outlet guide vanes not only it can 
make the airflow wind noise lower, but is also in itself is pleasure 
for the eye as Art and Design

Large capacity + Real smart / Filter life is long

Taste / shows extraordinary
Even such details as the inlet, LA350 also uncompromising, density of 
holes,it is designed as a great beauty designer pattern, 
extraordinary taste.

User manual
(1) Download LIFAair APP 

(scan the QR code, support Android 4.2, iOS7 or above)
(2) Connect the controller to the main unit according to the instruction.
(3) Set the working mode by mobile APP or controller (suggest to use 

AUTO mode)

LA350A and LA500 using the same filter structure that 
the early effect of anti-acid filter + activated carbon + 
HEPA filter layer, of course, it is only a set of filters, but 
it is equipped with specially formulated LIFAair can 
absorb formaldehyde activated carbon is still close to 1 
kg, this is actually the most of the same volume.

Normal replacement cycle for parallel filter is more than a year 
(normal environment). If indoor formaldehyde levels exceed security 
values, the activated carbon barrel can be replaced separately. The 
activated carbon barrel can be found In LIFAair official website. CADR values 

(air purification) purifier area up to
Whole-House 
air purification

332m³/h 39m² 20mins

Robust filter structure, dust and formaldehyde holding capacity amounts 
have been extraordinary. Full intelligent monitoring controller to determine whether contamination 
exceeds desired levels, windows are open, anyone inside.

Standard

LIFAair LA350A Specification
Parameter Unit Amount

Particle CADR m³ / 
h

332

Formaldehyde 
CADR

m³ / 
h

141

Effective area m² 23-39
PM2.5 removal 
efficiency

% > 99.99 (30min)

Weight kg 10
Dimension mm DIA 250mm

505mm (H)

Monitoring 
controller

- CO2, PM2.5, 
formaldehyde, 

Humidity, 
Temperature
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